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Dedicated Disaster Recovery Solutions

Customized Solutions
• High-Availability Data
Centers: Pearl River, NY;
Branchburg, NJ;
Shelton, CT; Norcross,
GA
• 24/365 Service Delivery
• Custom System Design
• Recommendations &
Course of Action
• Implementation Plans
• Dedicated
CPU/Processors
• zOS, OS/390, zVM, VM,
VSE, Linux
• Windows, AS/400iSeries, Unix
• DASD/Disk Storage
• Tape Resources
• High-Speed Connectivity
• Automatic Enterprise
Backup, Restoration &
Archiving
• Real-Time Data Backup
• Data Portability &
Replication
• Site-to-Site Data
Synchronization
• Email Backup &
Restoration
• Remote Access
• Full Platform
Management
• Full Data Center
Operations
• IBM & 3rd Party
Software Support
• Restoration of Lost or
Corrupted Data

In a services related economy, companies large and small are reviewing how well prepared
they are for disasters. They need to know what contingency plans are in place, how quickly
operations will be restored and what their potential risk exposure is for disasters. In the
event of a disaster, quick access to reliable data is imperative. Unexpected events can cause
companies to lose access to data and in some cases, lose the data permanently.
To deal with the unexpected, a company must develop plans to restore and gain access to
data quickly so operations can resume with as little interruption as possible. Developing a
plan internally can be time consuming and difficult to complete. Blue Hill has the expertise to
take on this burden. Blue Hill works with our clients to understand their business and
recovery requirements and we develop a secure, scalable and reliable Disaster Recovery and
Business Continuity solution to fit their schedule and budget.
Blue Hill offers dedicated Disaster Recovery Services for Mainframe, Midrange and Open
Systems environments customized to fit our clients’ needs. Blue Hill can run and maintain
live, dedicated processors, mirroring the client’s current system data through direct
connectivity. The processing environments are configured to deliver the required technical
and operational support and are paralleled at the Blue Hill data center(s) as an exact copy of
your environment. In the event of a disaster, your systems are continually up and running at
Blue Hill providing seamless continuity, minimal disruption, and immediate recovery.
Blue Hill’s high-availability DR solutions allow our current and future clients to take
advantage of the operational continuity virtually guaranteed by having first-rate, remote data
centers.
Unlike traditional Disaster Recovery service providers, the Blue Hill systems and operations
staff has extensive experience in supporting live data center platforms providing the
capabilities, expertise, and responsiveness required to meet our client’s critical needs.
Connectivity is served by multiple ISP carriers, including Internap, Altice (Lighpath), and Hudson
Fiber Networks, enabling Blue Hill to offer reliable business continuity and disaster recovery
services.
Blue Hill’s secure, turnkey data storage and backup solutions provide companies with the
affordability, reliability and availability they require for their business continuity solution,
ensuring the continual backup and protection and recovery of important data to keep our
clients up and running with operations restored quickly and accurately.
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